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6 Seconds of Sound and
Vision: Creativity in
Micro-Videos



What are micro-
videos? Vine (2013-2017)

6 seconds of creativity



What is
creativity?

Weisberg: "for something to be
creative, it is not enough for it to be
novel: it must have value, or be
appropriate to the cognitive
demands of the situation

Kant: judgements of aesthetic value
involve sensory, emotional and
intellectual components.

specifically
aesthetic values

unique in a
significant way 



Research Question

“We study the audio-visual features of creative vs non-creative videos and
present a computational framework to automatically classify these

categories. In particular, we conduct a crowdsourcing experiment to annotate
over 3,800 Vine videos, [...]. We go on to use this dataset to study creative

micro-videos and to evaluate approaches to automatic detection of creative
micro-videos.”



Research Question

Can we create a reliable crowdsourced dataset?
Can we extract features that identify creativity in micro-videos?
Can these be used to automatically classify a micro-video into

creative and non-creative?



Crowd-
sourcing



Crowd-
sourcing

1000 videos
hashtags:
#vineart,
#vineartist,
#artwork ...



Crowd-
sourcing

200 videos
mentioned in  
16 articles about
creativity



Crowd-
sourcing

2300 videos
same authors as
before



Crowd-
sourcing

500 videos
from video
streamline



Crowd-
sourcing



Data



Data

less than 2% of
the videos on
Vine are creative



Research Question

Can we create a reliable crowdsourced dataset?
Can we extract features that identify creativity in micro-videos?
Can these be used to automatically classify a micro-video into

creative and non-creative?



Features

new features



Features

sensory 
features

emotion
features



Data: D100
Features: 7 groups of features on the left 
Method: Multiple Correlation Coefficient (MCC)

Correlation



Both Novelty and Aesthetic features are importantCorrelation



Data: D100
Features: All individual features but Scene Content and Novelty
Method: Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)

Correlation



Favour visual uniformityCorrelation



favour scenes without peopleCorrelation



dominant non-overwhelming emotionsCorrelation



Warm bright colorsCorrelation



favour less familiar layoutCorrelation



favour less familiar layout

but no symmetry or depth of field

Correlation



less-frenetic, low volumeCorrelation



loops are characteristic, polished videosCorrelation



Research Question

Can we create a reliable crowdsourced dataset?
Can we extract features that identify creativity in micro-videos?
Can these be used to automatically classify a micro-video into

creative and non-creative?



Classification



Classification

frame level features are split in 12 classifiers
and aggregated



Classification

Novelty features use
random set of non-
annotated images, 
show that size for
clustering does not
count



Classification



Results



Best individual features
correspond to PCC results

Results



Combination of emotion and
sensory features shows great
improvement,
complementarity

Results



Mild improvement adding
also novelty

Results



Conclusion

Crowdsourcing

Good inter-
annotator
agreement

Three datasets.

Features

New features
encoding:

- aesthetic values
- novelty

Model
Promising results,

80% accuracy

Future Work
- intellectual
features
- metadata

- application to
other micro-video
platforms


